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Editorial

The John F Kennedy Memorial flame transported from Arlington to
Wexford last month, the candle for the Irish diaspora in the window ofÁras

an Uachtaráin, the Olympic flame – all speak to us as words do not. Speech can
be controversial, but burn a flag or holy book and the conflict reaches another
dimension. Poetry is the closest we can come to encapsulating that kind of
symbolic engagement in language: through imagery, sound and form - such as
Maeve O’Sullivan’s haiku on our back page.

Thank you for the warm welcome you gave our inaugural issue: you seem to
particularly like our newspaper format and to have enjoyed Paul Maddern’s
Masterclass. We’re delighted to have Miriam Gamble this time. In line with our
wish to extend our community of readers and writers of poetry, we are
introducing a spotlight to shine on a particular writer’s group or forum – this
time on the NUI Galway Masters in Writing, written by graduates of the course.
We have an essay in place of the interview. Kevin Higgins has made Comment.
We have lots of poetry, three new reviews and are delighted to include art by
Dagmar Drabent and Marina Wild.

No doubt you never have languishing poems, or poems that challenge you, but
ifyou find you have a possible subject (ofyour own!) , unpublished, for future use
anonymously in a Masterclass, send it to us. We’d love to see photos of you,
and/or your friends, enjoying your summer reading Skylight 47 on our Facebook
page, so spread the word with us or on your own page. Don’t miss our submission
deadline for your poetry (or art) for the next issue – 1 October.
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Knute Skinner

Wind

Though the day has come for us,
the wind is all that seems real.
And real enough it has been,
blackening leaves and stalks
and scattering petals.
 
Though we will not revert
to our gardens again,
to us they seem infinitely sad
and replete with nondescript meanings.
 
Arrangements have been made for us,
and as we lack cause for further delay,
we step out into the wind.
We care so little for the future ofour past
that we leave our doors open
to swing on their hinges.
 
Bent forward, we lean on the wind,
assured ofeach other’s presence –
even though our eyes, downcast,
extend no farther than our feet.

Jane Clarke

Unsaid

When she begins to speak ofher father,
her words tumble free like a stream
finding its way round a boulder.
 
Ifhis hat was moved an eighth ofan inch
from its place on the dresser, ifhis wrench
was left on the wrong shelfin the shed.
 
Ifher mother changed her hair-do,
ifhis dinner was three minutes late,
ifthe kitchen floor was not swept.
 
And still, she says, it’s the questions
she didn’t ask, the seep ofwords left unsaid,
that fill the well ofher regret.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Knute Skinner lives in Clare. Fifty Years: Poems 1957-2007 (Salmon, 2007) contains new work collected along with work taken from thirteen previous books. A memoir, Help Me to a Getaway, was published by Salmon in
2010. A new collection, ConcernedAttentions, is scheduled for publication in September.

Jane Clarke has been published inMslexia, Envoi, the Irish Independent, The StingingFly, Cyphers, The SHOp, Southword, Crannóg, Revival. She is shortlisted for the 2013 Hennessy New Irish Writing Literary Awards and
was commended in the 2013 Hippocrates Poetry Prize. She has won Listowel Writers Week (2007), iYeats (2010) and was runner-up in the Fish Poetry Prize (2009 & 2012) .

Honor Duff is a member ofthe Cavan-Meath Lit Lab Writers group. Her work has been published in Crannóg, The Stony Thursday Book, Boyne Berries, The Anglo-Celt andWindows, Authors & Artists.

MarinaWild is an artist and illustrator based in Galway who has exhibited in Ireland, Spain and Germany. An underlying theme in much ofher work is the cyclic nature oflife. She has provided illustrations for children's
books, and most recently for Rab Fulton's new bookGalway Bay Folk Tales, published by The History Press Ireland.

The Return byMarinaWild

Honor Duff

The Secret

I told my secret to the wild bee swarm
high-placed in a beech tree’s bole.
 
They droned it around the colony,
sealed it in waxen chamber.
 
I felt lighter than a Summer flower
relieved ofall its pollen.
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Eleanor Hooker

To Stay Going

Rain fell like a punishment there.
It lashed his stooped back
when he footed turf, while ravens,
black as guilt, jabbered at him.
 
They say he was cursed from the day
he stole those raven’s eggs. Say it’s why
the lake hid his green eyed boy, his blue
eyed girl. Some say ravens became his friends,
say they carried the colour ofhis lost littlins
in their eyes. Others deny it; say it’s only a piseog;
say ’tis known those birds neither forget nor forgive.  
 
His dog was his shadow.
Said it crawled out ofthe lake as a pup. They say he buried
that dog after it’s eyes turned, say he near went mad,
say he told them those eyes were ofhis missing bairns.
 
Truth is, he rarely spoke, and only when he’d summit
to say. And O I listened, he being the only man worth
hearing ere I’d known. When a harvest moon lit corridors
through the woods, we walked them through. In there
he spoke the secret world ofwords. He drew me a map,
so I would know a path in, have a way out.
 
He was my friend.
He told me to go and stay going, said ’twould be a death
ifI came back. Made me smell his hair, face, hands,
worn geansey, said ifonce I longed for peat-smoke
in my nostrils, yearned for home in a turffire,
to recollect that smell, and it’s shame, and how
it left a stain ofpoverty on his person.
 
They say ravens ringed the chimney crown with blackthorn
sticks, say they caught and set the thatch. Others say
difference makes stupid men afeared, enough to douse
bulrushes and touch the roofwhile he slept.
 
Two ravens roost where he once lay, and stupid men are still afeared.
And I, I have stayed going.

Connie Masterson

A Summer for Sunglasses

This spring
when the swallows return
the stone shed
is boarded up
 
Rooks and jackdaws
dominate the canopy,
their scraggy discordant calls
– the tuning ofan orchestra
 
The dissonance
somehow, less discomforting
than the melodious chirping
ofblackbirds, thrushes
chiffchaffs
 
All too much this year
for ears that cannot bear
the sound ofnew life
 
while raw from the loss
ofher nascent offspring

Diane Fahey

The Long Fields, the Cliffs

A black-shouldered kite lifts from makeshift
stillness – is suddenly elsewhere,
poised on a shelfofair to lipread
the undergrowth’s secret mouths: a flame
fed by desire but in love with distance.
It counters the wind’s will, relentlessly
patient, centring on the unseen.
 
A shift like a stalled pounce, the governed fall,
white feather-tips oftail and wings, sunstruck:
thorned beak soon to swipe, twist through,
a small piece ofcreation.  
Then the rhythmic ascent till once more
it is a pressuring, weightless presence,
ruby eyes in a burning-glass sky.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Eleanor Hooker’s debut collection ofpoems, The Shadow Owner's Companion, was published by Dedalus Press in February 2012.

Connie Masterson, originally from Co. Fermanagh, living in Galway for many years, has been published in Crannóg, Lady Gregory’s Townhouse, Behind theMasks, Mosaic and Skylight 47. She has been longlisted for Over the
Edge Writer ofthe Year 2009 and 2011 and shortlisted for 2010 Cúirt Over the Edge Showcase.

Diane Fahey's tenth book ofpoetry, TheWingCollection: New & SelectedPoems, from Puncher & Wattmann, was published in 2011 . The Stone Garden: Poems from Clare is forthcoming from Clouds ofMagellan in April,
2013. Diane will be taking part in Australian Poetry's International Poetry Tour in Ireland in May 2013.
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Geraldine Mills has published two collections ofshort stories and four collections ofpoetry. She has received many awards including the Hennessy/Tribune New Irish Writer Award, an Arts Council Bursary and a Patrick and
Katherine Kavanagh Fellowship. Her fiction and poetry is taught in universities in Connecticut, USA. Her third short story collectionHellkite is forthcoming from Arlen House.

E.C. Pollick is an amateur poet and spoken word artist from York, Pennsylvania. She studies Irish Studies at the National University ofIreland, Galway. She has been published in the Goucher Review, Goucher College's art/lit
magazine. She enjoys buying copious amounts ofvinyl. She wholeheartedly believes the writers are the magicians.

Christine Murray‘s poetry is published in ROPES, Crannóg, The BurningBush Online RevivalMeeting, Carty’s Poetry Journal, Caper Literary Journal, CanCan, Southword and the Diversity. Chris writes a poetry blog called
Poethead which is dedicated to the writing, editing and translation ofwomen writers.

Geraldine Mills

The Queen’s Visit

Little Louis saw them first –
a dark hum moving down the street.
It was closing time and Blind Billy’s dog
knew to turn for home.
 
Mrs O’Shea looked up as she swept
laburnum flowers from her porch.
The child called out, grabbed Mr Ryan
from his pint, dragged him towards the buzz.
 
Some onlookers were alarmed,
others were enthralled, forgetting
the stew on the stove, cattle to be fed,
and not a child in the house washed.
 
The swarm by now had landed
on the traffic lights by the bridge
a ball ofstriped umber
that clung onto the amber:
 
the workers gravid with honey
the once-rotund queen full
ofbeebread and royal jelly
now slimmed down to fly
 
waiting for the lights to turn green.

E.C. Pollick

He Told Me Once to LookUp at MyOwn Handiwork
(Thanks P.B.)

He once asked me 
was I just merely chiselling stone?
Or building a cathedral?
And to this day
I’ve seen life
in its most elevated grandeur
because that’s what it is.
I just never looked up
at what I was creating.
I haven’t looked down since.

Christine Murray

The Bird-Keepers

I know three places that they go,
and the birds wait in congregation
on pitched roof, tottering lamp-post
in the tree-chorals. They wait mute,
 
gull and urban-pigeon, rook, starling
wood-pigeon and magpie, all wait.
Sparrows await the later crumbs,
the blackbird desires garden-apples.
 
I saw a bird-keeper once.
With her bird-eye. Her empty bag,
her melt into the crowd anonymity.
I saw her just leave a squake ofgulls
 
in her wake tearing the good bread.
She directed her gaze onto me and
I thrilled with the recognition. Each day
at the right time she had walked to
 
a reach ofgrass at the four roads
opposite the park where herons. Her
bag later stuffed into her ordinary jacket
her streaked hair, her impassive gull-eye.
 
I lost her image in the crowd. Those others,
the bird-keepers ofunlikely corners at
the meeting ofroads, and  roundabouts
carry a backpack, a trolley. One a man,
 
the other a woman. She is old now.
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Tom Lavelle

The Boys and The Bees

We’d keep a close eye as they emptied,
scoop out the last clots ofstrawberry jam,
rinse them out with hot water,
use hotter still to peel offChivers labels,
punch a halfdozen holes in the lid
with one ofMam’s knitting needles,
stash them away for summer adventures.
 
A street-full ofus in short pants and t-shirts,
scrambling over gates and barbed-wire fences,
down Will’s field behind Corcoran Terrace,
ranging as far as the bull’s paddock,
alert to the flight or drone ofbumble bee,
the camouflage ofdandelion and buttercup,
our traps sparkling in the June sun.
 

In through humming gorse, slipping offlids,
we’d snap them shut taking bee and flower head,
the charge ofthe chase, risk ofprickly stings,
competing to capture as many as we could,
time up and we’d throw ourselves
down on the grass with our swarming hauls,
tallymen teasing out results.
 
Face to face, we’d listen to their struggle,
lay them out in rows like our busy street
or on top ofeach other as skyscrapers on TV.
One by one, unscrewing each glasshouse roof,
wanting to be offwith them, to soar over walls,
slivers ofyellow left in the bottoms ofthe jars
as ifthey’d been scared out oftheir skins.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Tom Lavelle lives in Galway and works in a manufacturingcompany. His poems have appeared in a wide range of journals and anthologies. He has been shortlisted and highly commended for a number ofpoetry prizes. He is
completing an M.Phil in Writing at the University ofGlamorgan in Wales.

Susan Millar DuMars has published three poetry collections with Salmon Poetry, the most recent ofwhich was The GodThing (March 2013) . She and her husband organise the Over the Edge readings in Galway, Ireland.

In Edna O’Brien’s short story, ‘The Call’, a woman
waits for her married lover to phone. O’Brien gets

just right the maddening suspense of the wait, the
claustrophobia of the woman’s apartment, the
obliterating power ofthe silence enveloping her.  

I was reminded of this story by a trio of poems
appearing in Mary Noonan’s debut collection, The
Fado House (Dedalus, 2012) . ‘I Will Gabble’ is about
a longed for yet unexpected call from an old lover.
‘Phone’ beseeches a beloved someone to ring. And my
favourite of the three, ‘Goodbye Sounds Like This’,
depicts the effect ofa too abrupt goodbye:

rapid fire, sudden death, bullet between the eyes.
And each time he says goodbye in that cut-you-off-
like-a-rasher way I make a mental note to beg him
to contrive another way oftaking his leave,

The above is characteristic of Noonan’s style in this
book (which in manuscript form won the Listowel
Writers’ Week Poetry Collection Prize in 2010) . The
lines tend to be long, jam-packed, breathless. I was
reminded of champagne spilling down a pyramid of
glasses; the words are golden, fizzing, liquid and
bittersweet. In terms of line and image the collection
is a lovely, gushing fountain. And, like O’Brien’s
protagonist, the narrators of Noonan’s poems are
people we recognise and with whom we can
empathise.

Yet the difference between O’Brien’s story and the

three telephone poems of Noonan is interesting. In
‘The Call’, the main character, having decided against
phoning the married lover, instead ends her own
torment by leaving the apartment for a few days away
– taking control by putting distance between herself
and the man. I found myselfwishing one ofNoonan’s
women-at-the-end-of-the-telephone-line would
display similar gumption. Would hang up, walk out,
or at least tell HIM how she feels rather than us. Yet
the narrators of Noonan’s poems, in the main, are
more passive than active. There is an air of
forsakenness, of left-behindness, in many of the
poems. This is particularly true of the stunningly
beautiful poem ‘Persephone’:

                                                    What hope
for us, rooted in Hades, unfurling,
forever opening our palms

to Demeter’s elusive touch, reaching to the mother
who cannot save us now, did not save us then,
when we set out across the field offlowers?

Most of the movement in The Fado House is
undertaken by birds and fish, who whirr and soar and
billow through many of the poems, while the narrator
reports on their activity with a mixture ofanxiety and
envy. And then there are the monkeys. ‘Frida and the
Monkeys’ is a description of one of Frida Kahlo’s self-
portraits. In it monkeys move, a parade of circus
performers move – and Frida remains still. Kahlo’s

horrific injuries, and the resulting series of self-
portraits in which the world spins around her eerily
stagnant head and shoulders, have been immortalised
in many poems, stories, films. I mean no disrespect to
Kahlo, but I’ve never understood why physical
suffering and painterly self-absorption are raised up,
again and again, to iconic status by feminist artists. I
don’t get it, and that makes me not the best audience
for Noonan’s poem (which is deftly evocative) .    

I only bring up the Kahlo quandary because it goes
back to the essential passivity at the heart ofmany of
these poems. Is it reasonable to criticise a collection
on this basis? I’m not sure it is. Noonan is a writer of
remarkable ability. Her voice is original; her poems
are lush and dense and dizzying. However, I greatly
prefer the voice in ‘Night Traffic’, a poem in which
the protagonist is active (That December night, she
raced down the unlit path / to the frost-covered gate,
shouting to him to hop across) to the stillness and
self-objectification of ‘Muse Manqué’ (What will I
be? / What will I be?) . In the former selection, a
‘turn’ at the end enlarges the perspective of both
heroine and poem; I liked that.  
The Fado House is a symphony of a first collection.

If some of the poems left me twitchy, it is perhaps
because I would’ve preferred less Frida, and more
Edna.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

EDNA, FRIDA, MARY AND ME
A Review of The Fado House by Mary Noonan

Susan Millar DuMars
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Peter Branson

Visitations
For my mother

Light fails; to pull the big one off, the odds
for that? He’s in the garden, just back from
the hospital. She’s seeing things again;
miopiate. The blackbird’s given up.
Out ofthe blue, one long-odds miracle
oftime and space, a hobby dances down
a dragonfly, rounds apple tree to rest.
Beyond its comfort zone ofcoppiced heath,
it snacks five yards away, gun metal cape,
moustache and piercing gaze, as still as death.
An afterthought, within a blink, the bird
skid-addles orchard wall, a vision caught,
enhanced and stored in his mind’s eye, fixed like
a photograph, fate turned to grains ofdust,
one ofthe lords oflife. They’re in her room,
pre dawn, shrieking nerve ends, ghost silhouettes
all dressed in white. One lad, about fourteen,
distinctive voice part recognised, ‘Don’t cry’:
she’s reassured. He puts his arm about
her shoulders, ‘Everything will be all right.’

Kevin Murtagh

Original Sin 

And God said
unto Adam and Eve
‘Selfregulation
in the food industry
is the way to go.’
‘From now on,
in the garden ofEden,
fruit growers
who have been given
generous subventions
shall no longer produce apples
for human consumption.’
The snake was not
all that convinced.
‘Listen Eve,’ he said.
‘That man’s talking horse burgers,
one little bite
is not going to change anything.’

Maurice Devitt

My Secret

The way I see it
there would be a park bench
nothing too fancy, scratched
into a corner beneath the alders,
 
the very alders,
known to eavesdrop
on the most private
ofconversations,
 
propagate them
in a blizzard ofseeds.
I would bring along
my secret, stored
 
in a pod within a pod
nothing too shocking
just something that nobody knew,
something I discovered
 
on a Thursday morning
when news was slow.
At first it seemed small
so I gave it a false moustache
 
put it in a box under the bed
and when the soldiers arrived
smuggled it out
dressed as an old lady – mantilla
 
and dusty cough.
When you saw us hurry past
I could tell
you were surprised
 
not to be introduced,
so now
let me explain
the way I see it …

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Peter Branson’s poetry has been published or accepted for publication by journals in Britain, USA, Canada, Ireland, Australia and New Zealand. He has had two collections published to date: The AccidentalTourist and The
Recusant. A third collection has been accepted for publication by Salmon Poetry. He has won firsts in the Grace Dieu and the Envoi international poetry competitions.

Kevin Murtagh was born in 1963 and is married with two children. He works as a Seed Analyst for the Department ofAgriculture. He was shortlisted for the 2012 Over the Edge New Writer ofthe Year competition.

Maurice Devitt has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize and was runner-up in the Cork Literary Review Manuscript Competition in 2012. He has had poems accepted byOrbis, Abridged, Skylight 47, Southword, Moloch,
Revival, Boyne Berries, Paraxis, Weary Blues, thefirstcut, RedFez, Spinoza Blue, The Galway Review, OtherWords: Merida, The Stony Thursday Book, amongst others.
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Stephanie Brennan

Aspects ofJane
(after Leonard, Lloyd and Trad.)

Jane as a hairdresser
hoarding locks ofhair
quickly given keepsakes
from men going clear.
 
Jane in her turtleneck
walking in the rain
accompanied by Jesus
and her brand new friend.
 
Jane lying in labour
for a full nine days
Henry killed his queens
in many different ways.

David Doyle

Every dream and day are ofthe dead
(For Frida Kahlo, who spent a long time in a hospital bed)
After her painting ‘The Dream’

I paint the skeletal smile
and generous funeral bouquet or
 
spinal column collapsed, bifida
and broken.
 
I paint soundless dynamite
between my lover’s legs and remember
 
the protruding collarbone ridge, fleshless
and broken.
 
I paint the bed ofmy dream
exactly as the bed ofmy sleep and touch
 
the crooked pelvis, strewn in vine
and broken.
 
I paint myselfin company because
I am alone with mangled bones in
 
thigh, shoulder, abdomen, in uterus –
broken.
 
Death rests above my bed.
His lipless grin will never fracture.

Susan DuMars

Bathing

Bare ass on the cold edge
ofthe tub; air
up my spine
my leg turns raw red
in the water
breasts dangle heavy
I’m gripping the sides –
 
finding I’m holding onto things more,
the animation ofmy life
gone herky-jerky, each frame stuttering.
 
Tiring
to carry yourself like a dozen eggs.
 
I swing my other leg in
and the water scalds the skin.
 
For a moment I’m a goddess
rising from a lake offire.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Stephanie Brennan’s poems have been published in Island Writings, Crannóg, ROPES, Network and Skylight 47. In February 2011 , she won first prize for a love poem in the Tigh Neachtain Sonnet and Love Poem
Competition and was shortlisted for the 2011 Over the Edge New Writer ofthe Year competition.

David J. Doyle's poetic merits in Ireland include poems in Galway's ROPES and the upcoming literary anthology, Adventure Hat. His credits also include works in Philadelphia-based publications, including 34th Street, Silk
Propaganda, College Literature andTheHouse. He also won the Myong Cha Son Haiku Award in 2009.

Susan Millar DuMars has published three poetry collections with Salmon Poetry, the most recent ofwhich was The GodThing (March 2013) . She and her husband organise the Over the Edge readings in Galway, Ireland.

Dagmar Drabent, originally from Germany, is an artist and therapist and at the moment studying for a PhD in German Literature at NUI Galway.

The Lair byDagmar Drabent
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MaryMadec

Threshold

You are standing in the door smiling,
wondering perhaps ifyou'll come in.
I know you see everything,
my life spread out in the shadows
so I look up at you, thankful for your deference,

your averting eye.
I'm smiling too,
thankful that you stopped by,
uncomfortable
I wasn't better prepared,
haven't my house in order,
ashamed ofmy chaos:
 
my clothes on the floor;
notes on everything I'm going to do
pinned on the walls;
my   unintelligible books;
and words for poems
hanging in the air.

You might ask how anything
works around here.
I know you're not like that.
You just stand and smile,
the best picture in the house
framed by the door.
 
Then it occurs to me as I look at you
silhouetted in the light
that you are waiting for me.
You’re here to invite
me to take what I need
get out.

Ross Donlon

BloodyWomen
After Wendy Cope et al

Bloody women are like bloody fairground fairy floss
Delicious. Mysterious. But how to begin is the trick.      
 
You nibble at edges, high on sweetness the closer you get,           
Then suddenly she’s gone, and all you’ve got left is a stick.

Bernie Crawford

Women like me
After Nii Ayikwei Parkes

My mother warned me about women
like me. Women who leave the house
with unwashed dishes piled high on the
draining board. Or leave unwashed children
 
play outside after the Angelus curfew.
Women who don’t solemnly pause at the sound
ofthe bell. Women who paint their mouths
and nails and lives in colours
 
too bold. Women who lick ice-cream
cones on the street and enjoy the coolness ofsummer
days trickling down their throats. My mother told me never
to copy those women who bare bronze legs in summer
 
slip feet into silver sandals and dip their toes into salty,
saucy seas. Never join a women’s group, she told me,
especially ones where hand-held mirrors are used.   My mother
warned me to stay away from lippy women
 
like me who answer back
and don’t want to know their place.

Maureen Curran

Outside Lidl

My hand is crushed by a proud Leaving Cert mother,
we congratulate ourselves on her daughter’s success.
Parting, she tells me her heart is breaking after her.
 
I drive from the car-park
                                                                      back to the day ofmy own results.
I duck below an up-and-over door,
                                                                        clamber over boxes
and box shaped plastic,
to where you are checking offitems on a delivery docket.
 
You set the clip board down, breathe deeply,
put two steady hands in front ofyou on the shelf.
 
How you had wanted me to get away,
how life had made you fierce,
my ninja mother fighting on all fronts.
 
Women haunt their daughters’ rooms this evening
folding clothes, arranging their things on the table.
I love you for all the griefyou never allowed yourself.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
MaryMadec has published widely in Ireland and abroad, and won The Hennessy XO Award for Emerging Poetry in 2008. Her first collection, In OtherWords, was published by Salmon Poetry in 2010. Her second collection,
Soon ItWillBeWinter is due later this year.

Ross Donlon is an Australian poet who has read at state festivals in Australia, the Wenlock Poetry Festival in England and in Galway and Cork. He is winner ofinternational poetry competitions and spoken-word events in
Australia. Extracts from his latest book, The Blue DressingGown, were produced for national radio in Australia early in 2013.

Bernie Crawford lives near Oranmore, Co. Galway. She was long listed for the Over the Edge Poetry Competition in 2011 , Powers Irish Whiskey Short Story Competition in 2012 and was a finalist in the Baffle poetry
festival in Loughrea in 2012. Her poems have appeared in a number of journals.

Maureen Curran lives in Donegal where she is a teacher. She is a member ofThe Garden Room Writers. She writes poetry and short stories. She is a regular contributor at North West Words Poetry Evening in Letterkenny.
Her poems have appeared in Crannóg, Revival, The Stony Thursday Book and Southword.
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In 2011 Susan Lindsay’s debut collection of poetry, Whispering the Secrets, was published by Doire Press and she read for the Poetry Ireland’s Introductions Series. She has read her poems at Belfast Book Festival, Cúirt
Literary Festival, Clifden Arts Week and her poems have been read on RTÉ radio. A second book ofher poems is forthcoming from Doire Press in October, 2013.

A recent issue ofThe American Poetry Review has
an article discussing the third wave of feminism.

Talk of earlier feminism is considered irrelevant now,
but research collected by Sheryl Sandburg, a director
at Facebook, suggests otherwise. If you are a woman,
political begins with the body. Adrienne Rich
insisted, given that published poetry had been
written and critiqued by men, woman poets have first
to interrogate the limits of language for their voices
by going to the body, their own experiences, to
reclaim themselves. Recent winner of the UK Eliot
Prize and the US Pulitzer Prize for Stag’s Leap,
Sharon Olds scans her body’s reaction and speaks its
truth in sensual imagery. She explores the ends of the
body.  

Olds was a guest reader at the Cúirt International
Literature Festival in Galway in April. Whilst equally
acclaimed, her former poetry has been criticised as
self-centred – narrowly understood to mean
narcissistic and apolitical – but, interviewed on Arena
for RTÉ (Irish national radio station) , Olds said
‘people have said that for a mother/woman of my
generation to write about the intimate instead of the
soul is, itself, political’.

It’s confusing to be a woman – we internalise and
have to deal with contradictions that do not apply for
men. This can then confuse them too. I was all fired
up, centred and certain of my womanhood, and
anything but confused after readings by Sharon Olds
and Paula Meehan, introduced by Rita Ann Higgins
and Geraldine Mills at the Town Hall Theatre. I was
clear – and totally unable to accept that a poetry
loving man would not allow me to buy him a drink.
His refusal was raining on my glorious, clear and
powerful parade. Later I realised that he had allowed
me to buy him a drink previously and maybe thought
it was his turn to buy. Why can’t a man be more like a
woman – and say so?

But why should he? I’d, arguably, not chew it over
this way if I was a man, but I don’t want to be a man
and that’s the root of the issue. It seems foolish to
spoil a glorious evening of poetry this way, but when
gender is involved nothing is simple and, of course,
mentioning it compounds the problem. ‘We forget
you’re sensitive’, a powerful friend says who
acknowledges she has to garner rage to keep
motivated and dampen sensitivity to events  – issues
– when out front with the men or she wouldn’t
survive and couldn’t have succeeded at achieving all
she has.

Sheryl  Sandberg, an executive of Facebook and of
Fortune 500 companies fame, had her team (would
we have been told it was a team effort if she was a

man?) gather research  about the double bind women
face, and has written about the findings in Lean In.
Women have to be likeable to succeed, but many of
the skills needed to succeed are, unconsciously,
viewed negatively when women use them – the same
skills men teach each other to emulate because we
admire them in men. A strong and conscious woman
told me how she has gone off Hilary Clinton. ‘Her
biography demonstrates, she has been totally
calculating from the start’. ‘It’s called ‘focussed and
strategic’ in a man’, an academic and successful poet
told me in the Cúirt club.

A smart woman poet I suggested interviewing
refused because she hates hearing herself back. Her
poems are effective and strong – no hanging back
there. Maybe she was sensitively turning me down but
maybe not. Sandberg found that girls get described as
‘bullies’ in childhood if they show the ‘leadership
qualities’ boys do. If you have a powerful poetic voice
do you get the same kind of criticism? Maybe
successful, talented women do need to be judicious in
expressing their views. Men tend to override their
time limit if reading before a woman. ‘It happens all
the time’, one international poet reader said. This,
then, makes it less desirable to be billed at the top.
Top billing – less time, lower billing and you won’t
have to fight for your space.

So what about the poet Sharon Olds? Her current
book of extraordinary poems is about the loss of her
husband to another woman, although he does say, in
her poem, it was not about her ‘it was about you’ –
which has got to be questionable given the

circumstances. In ‘Unspeakable’   ‘…He shows no
anger, / I show no anger but in flashes of humour, /
all is courtesy and horror. And after / the first minute,
when I say, Is this about / her, and he says, No, it’s
about / you, we do not speak of her’. The book has
been acclaimed, not only for the quality of the poetry,
but also for its complete absence of bitterness. This is
a book that celebrates the transcendence and
resilience of human spirit. Olds accepts the human
condition. Her loss and gradual withdrawal
demonstrate the time it takes to, honestly, end and
transform a relationship with someone you have
genuinely loved. Her faith goes beyond attachment to
a long term other in the title poem of Stag’s Leap.
‘…When anyone escapes, my heart / leaps up. Even
when it’s I who am escaped from, / I am half on the
side of the leaver. / ’ … ‘Oh leap, / leap! Careful of the
rocks! Does the old / vow have to wish him happiness
/ in his new life, even sexual / joy? I fear so, at first,
when I still / can’t tell us apart...’

This question about telling us apart is central to
the work of Sharon Olds which, I would suggest, has
endings as a consistent theme. In The End of the
Poem, Oxford Lectures on Poetry (Faber & Faber,
2006) Paul Muldoon explores boundaries – where
the poem begins and ends in relation to both the
writer and the reader, and whose ends it serves. His
argument is interesting if you apply it to considering
Olds as she explores the end of the body. In his
chapter on gender, Muldoon interrogates a poem by
Stevie Smith. In it he mentions another ofher poems,
‘Harry’s Leap’. ‘Harold, are you asleep? / Harold, I
remember your leap, / It may have killed you / But it
was a brave thing to do.’ It may be a significant
antecedent to Stag’s Leap.

Olds is lauded as a confessional poet, in the
tradition of Robert Lowell and Sylvia Plath. She
herself says (again on Arena) , she thinks of herself as
being, ‘not confessional, more accusational’. She has
explored the boundary ends of mother and daughter,
for example in ‘The Borders’ ‘…my mother did not
enter me. / When she lay down, to pray, on me, / ...
fastidious with Puritan fastidiousness, / but the
barrier ofmy skin failed, the barrier ofmy / body fell,
the barrier ofmy spirit. / She aroused and magnetized
my skin, I wanted / ardently to please her,’
…and…’When my daughter was in me, I felt I had / a
soul in me. But it was born with her.’

If you have emerged from the body of the woman
whose identity will be your template, how do you
differentiate yourself without denying your mother?
When you have your child grow within the
boundaries of your own skin, where do the

THE END OF GENDER
Sharon Olds and Paul Muldoon

Susan Lindsay
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boundaries lie and how do they lie – how do you
define the truth ofappropriate or inappropriate ends?
These are issues she goes to the edge to explore
shockingly and explicitly in ‘The Borders’ and ‘After
37 Years My Mother Apologises for my Childhood’
among others. They suggest an abusive invasion of
boundaries such as can occur in varying degrees of
severity. Do we even see the boundary issues when
children are sexualised too early? When touch moves
from being appropriately nurturing to becoming
intrusive and abusive? These poems indicate that
Olds herself was, at least, sexualised too early:
important in understanding her poetry.

Abuse has at its core an abuse ofprivilege such that
the victim doesn’t have words for, or the experience,
knowledge, or power – either personally or in the
world – to equally define the situation and choose

their behaviour freely within it. This understanding is
relevant at a personal and sexual level, but also
societally and politically, for example, in relation to
gender in a world still largely defined by men and in
relation to the early sexualisation ofchildren.

Olds explores the sexual undertones in an
excessively puritan and fundamentalist view of the
world, as above. She was ‘raised a hell-fire Calvinist’.
But she also sees sexuality as an expression of
glorification – something she does in ‘The Pope’s
Penis’, a poem seen as particularly controversial,
although many ofher poems about the experiences of
women could well have been considered more so.

Muldoon’s chapter on gender considers the ends
served by the ventriloquizing ofthe poet’s voice to the
voice of another gender in the Stevie Smith poem ‘I
Remember’. He sees ‘The connection between re- and

dismembering’ as the subject of this poem and
considers it ‘largely immaterial whether or not this
poem was written by a man or a woman, all that
matters being the psychological verifiability of the
voice’. Sharon Olds ensures the verifiability of her
own voice by taking the advice ofAdrienne Rich. Her
poetry is rooted in what her body has to say.

Acknowledgements: The Oranmore Library Poetry Book Club

discussion on Sharon Olds.

Sue Morgan

Spring Lamb

The dogs don’t know what to make ofit,
black plastic dumped by the roadside, fox-torn,
a dark trail left across the frozen bog,
innards that spread like links ofbutcher’s best.
Downy white curls stuck to the shiny bones
ofa bare back like angel feathers.
 
The brindled lurcher circles and sniffs the air,
head raised in dumb question,
reminding me ofthat day at Lady’s Mile
when the kittens were drowned,
thrown without a ceremony,
mewling into the sea.
 
The bag, not weighted with pebbles, billowed
and bobbed over the rough swell,
finally spiked on barnacle-sharpened sandstone,
it sliced open,
four blind-little-lives cast into the deep.
 
I circled you on the rock
hardly daring to breath,
my teeth bared in an unseen snarl,
until slowly,
I anchored the fathom ofa mother’s loss.

Sighle Meehan

Music

Death comes whistling
through an open door,
a random shadow on the flagstones
blocking out the august sun,
bare knuckle fighter
with a crazy swagger
slams the steam iron in her face,
takes her pearls, her mother’s locket;
Vivaldi playing in the violent noon.
 
Now we lock our gates and bolt
our doors, and death
comes anyway; a shadow
flickers through the morphine,
wields his sickle
with a careless swagger, takes
your pain, the life-lilt
ofyour breathing;
Children singing in an upstairs room.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Sue Morgan lives in Northern Ireland. Some of the places you can find her work are Abridged, Southword, A New Ulster and Crannóg. She read some ofher poetry at Queen’s University in June 2012 as part of the Seamus
Heaney Summer School. She has been long listed for the 2012 Venture Award.

Sighle Meehan was shortlisted in the Over the Edge New Writer competition in 2011 and in 2012, and had a poem published in the January issue ofSkylight 47.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Patrick Toland has been published in the Irish Independent, Iota, Swamp Magazine, Fortnight Magazine, and Prairie Schooner, which nominated one ofhis poems for the Pushcart Prize. He was shortlisted for the Lightship
Poetry Prize (2011) and was a winner ofthe Bodleian Science Library Poetry Competition 2011 . He was selected for the 2012 Poetry Ireland Introductions Series.

Dagmar Drabent, originally from Germany, is an artist and therapist and at the moment studying for a PhD in German Literature at NUI Galway.

John J Kelly has been published in various literary journals includingCork Arts, The Stony Thursday Book, Gorey Arts, Scaldy Detail (Wexford) , Cyphers. His first collection, Gathering the Dead in the Garden, was published
by Scalltamedia in January 2013. He was winner ofRathmines Writers poem ofthe Year 2012.

Róisín Hackett has recently graduated from the National College ofArt and Design and is currently doing an MA in Art in the Contemporary World. She has been published inThe Kite. She has also been published in a few
small online magazines and read her poetry in various places around Dublin.

Patrick Toland

The BigMan

Mal Donaghy would keep within his hand an egg,
(As smooth as any loosened cobble) , and when he passed
A woman in disgrace, he would grind the shell
And slow release oflife into her face.
 
About his house,
he kept a puck ofsoot
and when a woman
marked as vain or coarse
took her place in his
assembly, he broke
the seal above her head
until all sin had powdered free.
 
Old Mal was trusted
by the best ofus
to know the difference
in a harlot or a whore.
The one who kept her
shame indoors was quite
allowed to walk about
the square at noon.
 
The one who flaunted
all the flags ofher desire
was damned to make
her home in scratches
and in hurried walk.
Was more afraid
ofshaven head than
any recipe ofMal's.
 
One night, my father came upon a crowd.
He took her by the hand, her face was spat
With tar and heavy feather, but when he left
No one spoke to Mal or spoke ofhis surrender.

Róisín Hackett

Claire

Fraying,
bit by bit,
losing all
control

ofthe weather, or
the wave ofher hair.

A confused autumnal tree,
whose leaves are

halfgolden,
halfgreen.
Fraying,
inward
out.

John J Kelly

Harm    
for Bonny

She is so desperate
to change herself
how she cuts herself!
 
Perhaps when open wide
she can turn herself
inside out like the Iroquois
finishes the pretty bright moccasin.
 
But she already is just that,
the pretty bright moccasin.

The Monkey on My Back byDagmar Drabent
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Meriel Heather

Nonagenarian Sisters

I sit by your bed and talk to you
yet still you call, ‘Help! Help! Quick!’ How could they
fix a feed peg in at ninety-three? Who
had the right to play God, to make you stay
alive; existing ’cause your heart will not
stop beating? Five years now without a sip
ofwater. ‘Help, don't leave me, I forgot
my bag,’ you cry. Dear sister, please don't slip
far into the past today. Talk to me
about the weather, talk about your room,
smaller but brighter than the last, and see
the daffodils are coming into bloom;
always your specials, full ofhope and cheer
just like you. You're smiling. ‘Hello,’ you croak
‘all the fam’ly well?’ Unaccustomed tears
escape. ‘Fam’ly all gone,’ I answer, ‘joke
is on us.’ But you're asleep, leaving me
imprisoned in wheelchair, waiting, alone
till someone comes. What's with longevity?
I sigh. ‘Help! help, quick?’ Dear God! Take me home.

Richard Halperin

Winged Words
For Joseph Woods

I am standing on the deck ofa tanker with Joseph Conrad.
It’s not a tanker, he explains kindly, knowing I’m a landlubber.
 
I am having tea with Jane Austen. She makes a pointed remark,
I choke with laughter, and the tea comes though my nose.
 
She hands me a serviette from a pile she keeps for the purpose.
I am not the first this has happened to, it seems.
 
I am with Jesus in the Garden ofGethsemane.
Can you not stay with me for just an hour? he pleads.
 
I will, I say, chuffed by the request,
Then fall to sleep immediately.
 
I do understand that planets and chipmunks don’t know how to read
And do just fine, but they don’t know what they’re missing.

 

Armel Dagorn

The Will 

On my death bed I bequeath you
that damn telly I wasted
so much time in front of,
and an idea I just got
for a metal band name with a sixties
surfband ring to it: the Deathbed
Moaners. Feel free to use it.
 
I leave you my bass
guitar I never used after getting
the saxophone I never used after falling
in love with something else.
 
I leave you average genes,
a surname, and a promise:
they won't make you rich.
Ifdoctors ask you, there's a long history
ofdeath in the family.
 
I leave you an empty
house and a slight depression
you might choose to pass on,
and a dozen little tics and grimaces
you already use as your own.
 
I leave you a world – which isn't
nothing – at war
with itself, and this will,
this scroll ofpaper you might,
on a bitter December night, kindle
a small log fire from. I leave you
the will to go on.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Meriel Heather. The Irish Times published her flash fiction story ‘The Marina’ and her work has been read on RTÉ’s 'Coming ofAge' week and three times on Helen Dwyer's programme ‘Rhyme and Reason’ on local radio.

Richard W. Halperin's second collection is ShyWhite Tiger, Salmon Poetry, June 2013. His first is Anniversary, 2010, also from Salmon. Two poems won first prizes in competitions last year, one in the iYeats, Sligo, the other
in New Tricks with Matches, University College Dublin.

Armel Dagorn was born in France in 1985 and has been living in Cork, Ireland for the past few years. His writing has appeared in magazines such as Southword, The Penny Dreadful and Popshot.
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Born in the Netherlands, Malu Bremer (26) graduated with an MA in Film and Theatre Studies (2010) and an MA in English Literature & Linguistics (2012) , before being accepted to Trinity College's M.Phil in Creative
Writing in 2011 . Her short story ‘After The Tone’ was recently published in AThoroughly GoodBlue.

Des Kavanagh is a native of Inishowen and lives in Galway where he practised as a dentist. Since putting down the drill he has taken up the quill. His work has appeared in various anthologies.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Spirit Surviving
A Review of Witness Trees by Lorna Shaughnessy

Des Kavanagh

This is Lorna Shaughnessy’s second collection
with Salmon Poetry following Torching the

Brown River. She has also translated two volumes of
contemporary Mexican poetry.  
Witness Trees is arranged in three sections that

reflect three places in her poetic mood and thought:  
Rebuilding, Witness and Survivors. In addition,
poems tend to be grouped in clusters of two, three or
four on a common theme. It takes a collection with a
big range to have the material to do this and it is a
satisfying arrangement for the reader to discover.
There is good variation in poetic forms and styles.  

The book reveals a travelled, observant and well-
schooled poet – sympathetic to the downtrodden, the
human plight, the survival of the species. She is a
lover of art and music and her commune with nature
and bird life is a recurring theme.

In ‘Rebuilding’ many of the poems deal with the
personal struggle that may be required in
rehabilitating the spirit after setback or illness. She
relates to nature in the search for recovery in
‘Walking the Bog Road’: ‘it came to her that
happiness would feel like a lark / rising from the pit
ofher stomach to her head / to explode in a song only
she would recognise’. In the wonderfully titled
‘Disembodied Song’, the poet explores her lack of
capacity to think meaningfully when troubled (after a
serious illness) . ‘A sun-haze blurs the outline of the
islands, / suspends them in horizonless blue / so they

strike the retina then stop, / leaving no imprint on a
surfeited mind’. A magpie robs a nest in her garden in
the title poem, ‘Rebuilding’. She is distraught: ‘Not
one ofus will make a thing that fits its task / as well as
that nest and still it was not enough’. She is in tune
here with Seamus Heaney’s dictum that ‘poetry
touches our sympathetic nature by taking in at the
same time the unsympathetic reality of the world to
which nature is constantly exposed’.  

The ‘Witness’ section starts with three poems
about meeting up with school friends after many
years, the inevitable retrieval of life via memory and
the resultant rapture and ache. ‘Belfast Obituaries’ is a
cluster which deals with the emotional cost of the
violence there. The writing now is more head-on,
more direct, and is laced with the black humour of
her native Belfast as in her account of a murderous
Shankill butcher in ‘Not Many People Know’ ‘that
his hands were soft as girls …. / It was the fat-marbled
meat he handled every day / kept them so smooth: all
that trimming, rolling / and of course cutting’.
Witness trees are celebrated as markers of time in
many places because of their long standing. She
celebrates those in sand dunes in Doñana, Spain as
witness and metaphor for survival: ‘like old souls the
Witness trees endure / as the sand rises they keep
their heads above land / and remember to grow’.

The unrelenting plight of downtrodden and
displaced people is described with shocking, moving

imagery in ‘Arpilleras’, ‘His Mother’s Apron’ and in
‘Exodus’ (the perilous train journey of Mexicans
fleeing to the US). ‘You have to lie flat on top or hang
on to the side / sleep at your peril: the loss of limbs or
worse’.  

There is a strong sense of recovery and coping in
the final section, ‘Survivors’, as in ‘Winter’s End’:
‘come back, my love, come back, / tell me the long
winter is over’. There is stoic good humour in ‘Kitty’s
Sestina’, ‘Something Might Have Happened’ and
‘Salvage’: ‘they swam out from their rocks / to meet a
shipment of accordions / fanned by waves in
irresistible song’. The last stage of the dramatic
transatlantic journey of Alcock and Brown and their
ultimate coping and surviving to land in Derrydrimla
Bog is described in ‘Safe Landing’: ‘their solitary fog-
bound flight / dipping lower, lower, / their great
insect shadow / corrugated by the grey swell below’.

There is a great sense of landing from a wonderful
flight of the imagination on reaching the conclusion
ofWitness Trees. This is a writer of significant poetic
intelligence with a fine lyrical voice. The work
presents in pure form expressions ofboth wisdom and
song.

Malu Bremer

Inquisition

Even wise
men

Scourged the
stars

In search of
one.
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Alan McMonagle

MyOld Man Has Bad Dreams

My old man has bad dreams,
so doesn’t like to go to bed.
 
He stokes his fire; catches up
with history; there is usually a late film.
 
Recently, he has fallen for the mobile
phone gifted him some time ago.
 
He likes accidentally discovering
its clever shortcuts; the way it can
 
double as a camera; text messaging
saves him a lot ofunnecessary talk.

And quite often now, it so happens
that my own phone will buzz-buzz
 
in the middle ofthe night, as I,
too, flee the screaming corridors
 
ofa nightmare world. Are you
in the middle ofsomething?
 
the message might ask. And we
begin to compare dreams.

Des Kavanagh

First Visit                                                                   

Boys crowded the college walks
when I saw them at the gate:
my parents in their Sunday best
hands held out for me to shake.
 
In the visitors room, we sat
on stiff-backed chairs,
uneasy in the pristine sheen
a reek ofpolish offthe floor.
 
Banter from boys echoed
along corridors, down stairwells
as news ofhome unfolded.
The bell for study rang out
marking our separation.
 
Not practised in our leaving
unease was parried in
small talk: aye I suppose,
God knows, we’ll drop a line.  
Then linked close together
they walked away through the gate

 

Davnet Heery

Tonaphobail

Your grandmother is fading from her photo –
once black and white, now sepia,
she smiles out proudly from the portrait,
taken with her husband
on their fiftieth wedding anniversary.
 
Together they greeted you,
standing in the front porch, 
clematis climbing to the roof,
sapphire-blue tumbling over,
us lot sinking in the freshly pebbled drive.                                                                              
 
‘Which was yours Mom?’
that first time visiting their house,
running through the attic rooms,
ceilings lined with tongue and groove,
each wanting the bed tucked under the eaves.
 
She slept in your parents’ room
the months before she died,
looking out on the silver tide,
the blue-grey Burren, the Aran Islands,
the Atlantic stretching to a thin horizon.                                            
 
‘I don’t want to die,’ she said,
over shared nips ofbrandy
from the bottle in her bedside-locker,
catching you unawares.
‘But you’ve had a good life! ’
 
Last time you looked
in Tonapbobail graveyard,
close to the old boundary wall,
near where Mary her eldest daughter lies –
you couldn’t locate her grave.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Alan McMonagle is a poet and short fiction writer. Liar Liar, his first collection of stories (Wordsonthestreet, 2008) , was longlisted for the 2009 Frank O'Connor Award for the short story. The title story from his second
collection, Psychotic Episodes (Arlen House, 2013) , was nominated for a 2011 Pushcart Prize.

Des Kavanagh is a native of Inishowen and lives in Galway where he practised as a dentist. Since putting down the drill he has taken up the quill. His work has appeared in various anthologies.

Davnet Heery hails from Chois Fharraighe, Connemara. She is the 2012 winner ofthe McLlelan poetry prize and has been published in a number of journals. Currently she is working towards a first collection titledCamellia.
She is a graduate ofthe MA in Writing from NUI Galway.
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Deirdre Kearney

DNA

A half-smoked John Player pokes from behind
your ear,

you stare out sheepishly, embarrassed to be
posing.

Sharp black and white blended now
into greyish hues, edges prettily serrated.
Your piercing blue eyes stare back from
grandchildren, cousins and nephews.
 
My young father's arm around a grinning me
perched like a queen on the
running board ofa lorry –
the only picture I have ofus together
 
In overalls, an open-necked shirt
ill-fitting jacket hanging loose
its pockets bulky
 
You are starting to lose your hair
like the male relatives
I see now mainly at funerals.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Deirdre Kearney is from Omagh and has lived in Galway since 1983. Her work has been published in various magazines, books and newspapers. Her poetry collection SpiddalPierwas published by Lapwing Press.
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MaryMelvin Geoghegan

As Moon and Mother Collide

I take out my wedding dress
and the shoes my mother bought.
Shake out the collapsed veil
and wind it round my throat.
 
I release the tension in the veil
and allow it fall all over the secret
hoping my throat will open again.
Still, guilty ofsomething.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Mary Melvin Geoghegan has had four collections published to date: The Bright Unknown, 2003 , Abbeycartron Epiphanies, 2005 , When They Come Home, 2008 and Say it Like a Paragraph in 2012 by Bradshaw Books. She
has been published in Poetry IrelandReview, The Sunday Times, The SHOp, Studies, The StingingFly, The Stony Thursday Book amongst others.

Kevin Higgins has published three collection ofpoetry, the most recent ofwhich is FrighteningNew Furniture (2010) , and a collection ofessaysMentioningTheWar (2012) , which was described by Clare Daly TD as ‘a really
good and provocative read’. Kevin’s fourth collection ofpoetry, The Ghost In The Lobby, will be published next March by Salmon Poetry.

Though it is not at all political, in the Herman
Goering/Fidelma Healy Eames sense of that word,
Russell Edson’s prose poem ‘Ape’, from its first line –
‘You haven’t finished your ape, said mother to father’
– undermines the world as we think we know it.
Most poems, though, do not achieve that degree of
originality. Poems which set out to shock rarely
succeed in doing so. It’s unlikely that your deliberately
risqué sonnet sequence about what you did with your
penis, or had done to you by a penis that was the
property of someone else, during your most recent
sojourn in Seattle will be of much interest to anyone.
This probably even goes for the person or persons
unnamed with whom your poems claim you did the
doing. One half of any audience forced to listen will
be sure that you are in fact a virgin. The other half
you will have convinced that, despite the cost,
national service should immediately be re-
introduced; that there’s nothing wrong with you that
having a Sergeant-Major shout pointless orders at six
o’clock every morning wouldn’t quickly solve.

When they’re not telling you about penises – and
other related bits – another way poets pose is by
pretending to be against war. The pretend anti-war
poem is, with the absolute exception of those written
by lesbians, closely related to the penis poem. I blame
the Vietnam War, during which males of the species,
most of whom have to this day never been to
Vietnam, wrote bad poems, in which the names of

Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon were taken in
vain, and as a result got to do rude things to young
women at the University of Connecticut. Since the
1960s this disease has spread throughout the known
world. In March 2003 I was involved in organising a
poetry reading on the theme of ‘War’; George W.
Bush helped me with the PR for it by launching his
invasion of Iraq a few days earlier. On the afternoon
of the reading, poets arrived at the Town Hall
Theatre in Galway like mice diving into cheese. We
each read a poem – all twenty-six ofus – and gave the
general impression of being concerned about death,
destruction and the like. One guy rhymed ‘attack’
with, yes, ‘Iraq’. As far as I know, no-one got laid as a
result of that reading, though it’s probably best not to
think about that. A few years later I had a series of
nightmares in which the guy who had rhymed attack
with Iraq repeatedly rhymed ‘bankers’ with
something that rhymes with bankers. Both the penis
poem and the fake political poem are about playing to
the gallery in a way that actually reinforces the status
quo.

The subversive poem swims against prevailing
opinion. It is dangerous because it finds a way of
telling the reader things he/she is determined not to
hear. It pulls at the hypocrisies which hold society
together. The first poem I had published in Poetry
Ireland Review was titled ‘President Robinson
Honours Lord Haw’. Mary Robinson had honoured

the one time Third Reich broadcaster, and member of
Áosdána, novelist Francis Stuart. Paul Durcan, a poet
I generally admire, wrote a lame poem celebrating this
event with none of his usual irony. His poem was
titled ‘President Robinson Honours Francis Stuart’. It
was a parody asking to be written.

The best reaction I have ever had to a poem,
though, was about five years ago when a ‘peace
campaigner’ jumped out of his car and very gently
shoved me up against the railings opposite Westside
Church. He took exception to the fact that I had, in a
poem which was quoted in The Galway Advertiser,
caricatured him as a Stalinist bully.

One Sunday this April I read in The Sunday Times
that the Government planned to require a suicidal
woman seeking an abortion to be assessed by six
consultants. That afternoon I wrote a poem, titled
‘Alternative Proposals’, in which, among other things,
I suggest that suicidal pregnant women should
instead face a panel of ‘six women from Barna / who
thought Michael D’s speech /   last week to the
European Parliament / was absolutely marvellous’.

If you want to write subversive poems remember
two things: (1 ) write about that which you hate or
find ridiculous and feel deserves to be hated or
thought ridiculous by others and (2) remember these
words of Oscar Wilde’s: ‘A gentleman [or indeed
lady] is one who never offends unintentionally.’

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

NEVER OFFEND UNINTENTIONALLY
Kevin Higgins
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Allison Long

SundayMorning

the late snow will silence
the early birds and blanket
the garden canvas

you will take your coffee and retreat –
the falling flakes giving you license
for solitude the sun will not give

I sit alone at the table and listen 
to the quiet settling ofthings –
we have been settled for a while now

the order will shift, as always
with the season and you will return to me
just as if it were that first day in early summer

I had never seen anyone more
frightened ofwarmth,
but I loved you then

and every year since, I sit at the table
until the cold snap
breaks

Breda Spaight

In The HondaMuseum

The muffled smell ofrubber wafts through
rows ofmotorbikes clustered by decade.  
Easy Rider insinuated a desire for road
in you, yet your story is ofcruising home
from shift work on starry nights, sensing
poetry in the bike’s motion – piston,
spark-plug mating in a slither ofoil,
and always the sound, a purr pulsing from
groin to heart. I stroll behind as you
patrol the 70s, our era, those bike journeys
– meeting history before history altered:
Belfast, Checkpoint Charlie, Yugoslavia.
The view from the window is ofleaves falling.
I’ve seen you greying. I see our pristine ghosts.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Allison Long is from Virginia and holds an MA in Writing from NUI Galway. She writes fiction, poetry and the occasional book review. She currently lives in Blacksburg, Virginia.

Breda Spaight is from Co. Limerick. She completed an M.Phil. in Creative Writing (distinction) at Trinity College. Her work has appeared inThe Stony Thursday Book, Revival and the anthologyMicrophone On. In 2002 she
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BogusiaWardein

Granny

            is moving away.          
I need to help her,   
I search for words             
that can put her in
a peaceful                             
state ofmind,
 
scan my memory for                                           
her possible joys:
parents sentenced to
exile for life?
Born in Siberia?
October revolution?
Stalin’s pod stienku?
World War I?
World War II
that took her three brothers?
Martial law?
 
The worst, no doubt,
she swept                                                                                 
under the carpet
she has never owned.    
 
Do you remember
singing
together with Gosia
last Easter?     
 
The Yes comes
clear like a thunderclap.        
 
The last ofher words.            
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Rachel Coventry

Tides

Beloved friend, the tides take us where they will
till one hard March day we are washed up.
You are ahead ofme in the queue to pay respect.
I knew you before you turned your head.
You said remember all the money we made
you and I always one step ahead.
And I opened my mouth to say,
I searched for it and I found it
how to get out ofthe way ofmen
with rocks in their pockets.
But all I said was yes I remember.
I wanted to hold on to you
but the tide was slipping away.

In ‘Asking for Directions’, the eponymous first
poem in this debut collection, Michael Farry sets the
tone for a book that is full of place names. While
walking in Florence, and asked for directions as
though a local, Farry describes a sense of ease, not
because the backstreets are known but because there
is ‘the snug feeling that here I track / the firm
footprints of kinsmen well-known / for fidelity to
craft, adventure and devotion.’ In a way that is typical
of the collection, this poem has links to another, the
more personal ‘My Sycamore’, where we visit death,
but also a father and grandfather whose favourite
word was snug: ‘snug by turffires in winter / and snug
they looked / just before the lids were nailed down’.

The poems frequently explore the foreign, but
always, inevitably it seems, pull back to the home
place. In travelling through the familiar and
unfamiliar, Farry gently twines the two together in
often unexpected ways, finding connections between
people from different countries ‘where silence is a
common language,’ and where what is seen is a
reminder ofwhat has been – ofuncles, of his parents,
grandparents, a dead older brother he never met but
whose unworn baby clothes became his.

Churches in other countries often provide the
solace of the familiar. There are beautiful images in
‘Abroad' where in a church in Slovenj Gradec he
‘knelt in the groove of thousands… /…At home in
their footpaths,’ while in ‘Bolton Abbey, Yorkshire’,
he is ‘At home in unroofed prayer plots,’ greeting local

people with a friendly phrase. Here, though, the
connections between people turn distinctly
uncomfortable when he is ambushed by a ‘prosaic
Celtic Cross’, erected by the tenants of Frederick
Charles Cavendish, murdered in Phoenix Park. ‘I
exit, nod at day-tripping locals, avoid their eyes.’ Farry
is exceptionally good at melding two threads, the
familiar and unfamiliar, in often unpredictable ways,
although occasionally, as in ‘Marsh’, it doesn’t quite
work, the feel more that of two poems welded, not
melded.

After the exotica of foreign journeys the poems
return to familiar places where the present is a
constant reminder of the past. In the series of poems
named ‘Travellers’, we do not get what we expect – no
exotic locations, but other voices are added to those
of the poet. There is a grandmother and her baby,
Christopher, who died, a lorry driver ‘high on
holiness’ whose miscalculation at the Leixlip corner
kills, and words from the dead baby as he might have
been: ‘And I who never made manhood / would have
been the traveller,’. In these poems Farry avoids the
easy trap of sentimentality that can mire such work in
nostalgia, although one or two of his other poems
about the past do almost tip over that nostalgic edge.

The poems are largely narratives, each telling a
story that is bigger than it first seems. A ball of twine
becomes the passing of years, a story of a lifetime in
eight stanzas, a thread that runs through many of the
poems of a family that hoards anything that might be

reused: ‘Like the box ofnails and the jar ofpins, / the
ball of twine was started straight away, / its nucleus
the strings from wedding gifts’. The ball of twine
grows ‘with cords from baby gowns’ until it is
‘plundered’ by grandchildren to string kites or make
slingshots.

In ‘Stall’ there is the guilt of no longer hoarding
nails ‘in tins / and jam jars neatly lidded, just like
father did.’ In ‘Sheds’ a major cleaning bring
memories of ‘your neat abandoned hoards – timbers,
/ nails, tools, assortments of essentials’ and finishes
‘My shed is spick and span now; / like an empty
tomb’. Once again we find an ambivalence to old and
new, familiar and unfamiliar.

There is a formal structure to many ofthese poems,
stanzas of equal length which fit well with the
narrative subject matter and, to me, are more effective
than those given more freedom on the page such as
‘Public Records Office, Kew, London’ and ‘The
United Affair’, where factual information is inserted
in italics. However, this is a collection of precise
language, never excitable but drenched in images that
allow you to see the places and people of these stories,
often quirky and sharp. There is humour in poems
such as ‘British Museum’ and ‘Convoy Driving
Eastward, and exasperation in ‘At the V & A’. A world
well-observed.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

AT HOME AND ABROAD
A Review of Asking for Directions by Michael Farry

Nicola Griffin
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James O’Toole

One is But a Finite Word

once your love
  was like
          confetti
    now 
a single feather
    black
floats 
  down
                stream
            as miasmic
cell 
            upon 
cell 
        collide
            silently
in the dark night
          bright
with pain
ofbefore
unlearned.

Sarah Clancy

Trainspotter

No casual voyeur our man watches lovers
like a birdwatcher would with binoculars
and territorial maps, he notes the peculiarities
ofeach species, he sometimes camps out
in houses full ofhistory and family pictures
that show-off  lost days where couples bickered
then smiled for the photos, certain
their sharp words weren’t fatal
and in fact were just slight wavers in
an otherwise stable investment, for all
his science though, our love expert doesn’t get this
so when he hears raised voices, doors slamming
or when he eavesdrops on our outbursts
ofvenom and our exaggerated stage-sighs
ofexasperation, he writes in his jotter
that this is a relationship in danger when
in fact we were only venting and he received
no invitation to witness, to note-take
in his journal about the hours, the dark nights
and the mornings when us two adversaries
sleep together defenceless; tangled in armistice.

Jean Kavanagh

How to Marry aMillionaire

Step 1 :
Stop hanging out with musicians.
 
All those rooms with
instruments on walls,
ashtrays and small mirrors;
stories ofold adventures
they still seem to be having,
treating the night like
they're entitled to the dawn;
playing the stages
and singing on streets,
dreamers, with
ten thousand hours ofambition,
always rehearsing
a different conversation;
and never too tired
for new friends
who turn up in old buildings,
adding their voice
to the sacred, sonic flow.
 
And no matter what I do,
ifI climbed the highest mountain,
I'd be sure to find
another one
strumming the summit
on his guitar.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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GIVING WRITING ITS YEAR
Ruth Quinlan

There comes a time in every aspiring writer’s life
when you must consider the nature of your

writing habit. Is it a pleasant little hobby to tip
away at? Or is it a compulsion that will not subside
until the words have wormed their way out onto
the page? In my case, it was the latter (despite best
efforts to try and ignore it) and in 2011 , I decided
to try and appease the writing urge by dedicating
an entire year to it.

And what a year it was. There are few greater
pleasures than being in the company ofpeople who
are as passionate about something as you are. The
Masters in Writing in NUI Galway offered me that
wonderful gift and a whole lot more.   Where else
would you get the opportunity to regularly hear
respected authors and poets telling you, personally,
what being a ‘writer’ means to them?

I won’t lie, it’s not an easy year. We were
challenged, knocked off our little pedestals, shoved
out of our comfort zones, compelled to read and
write things that we never had before. All ofwhich
did me the world of good. It is far too easy to
become ‘cosy’ about your own writing, especially
when scribbling away in isolation. You reach a

certain stage and then plateau. However, a period
of intense literary bombardment like the MA can
light up those little fiery pathways of the brain
again and breathe new life into your writing.

One of the vital lessons that I learned during the
MA was that to write well, you have to read well.
Sounds simple, but many of us leave that basic
tenet unfulfilled. I had foolishly considered myself
widely read until I started the MA. However, I
quickly discovered that, quite unwittingly, I had
been straitjacketing myself; I had never read
Tranströmer, Milosz, Rilke, Vonnegut, Atwood –
not because I didn’t want to, but because nobody
had ever told me I should.   Furiously, I scrambled
to compensate for years oflazy reading.  

Another important lesson was that to improve in
one genre, you need to explore others. For a long
time, I refused to read poetry after suffering
through the Leaving Cert. I considered myself a
prose writer; surely I had no need of limp lines
praising hazel trees. However, I signed up for the
Poetry module (simply because everyone else was)
and discovered the tenacity and control that it
takes to write good poetry. I found myself staying

up late, revising lines so many times that I could no
longer remember the original; taking a word out,
putting it back in, then taking it out again, until I
genuinely wondered how poets stayed sane. The
Reviewing module had a similar learning curve; I
was taught how to fillet a piece of work to reveal
the beauty of its bare bones. I had been labouring
under the false impression that writing necessitated
lengthy, adjective-laden sentences. Not so.  

Slowly, and almost unbeknownst to me, facets of
all the modules began to leach through into my
writing. It became more controlled – a world away
from the flowery, over-inflated work that I had
been producing.   When I pluck up the courage to
peek at the assignments I handed in at the start of
the year, I cringe in embarrassment. But, I comfort
myself slightly with the thought that, at the time, I
didn’t know any better. Now, thanks to the MA, I
have no such excuse.

(Below are two examples ofwork produced during
the course of the year: ‘Death of a Poet’ by Laura
Caffrey and ‘What Names do I Have for You?’ by
Helena Kilty.)

Laura Caffrey

Death ofa Poet

In memory ofTom Duddy
I race from work to the cathedral,
expecting a sea ofmourners
spilling from the doors
out into the car park,
out into the rain.
I find instead a modest crowd,
the city going on
as though nothing has happened.
 
After the service I join the shuffle
out ofthe cathedral,
out into the rain
to stand on the steps among
the murmured greetings ofolder men.
I watch as the coffin is lowered
into the hearse, my sadness inappropriate
beside the casual chat ofstrangers,
so I walk away
to mourn the unwritten,
out ofthe car park
out into the rain.

 
 
Helena Kilty

What names do I have for you?

whose hands broke kindling
into smaller pieces, smelled offirelighters
and newspapers shredded carefully,
who lit matches and waited for the smoke to take.
 
What names do I have for you,
whose hands peeled Golden Wonders
and bags ofNelson carrots
for my favourite stew on wet school-days,
planted lavender in pots blown by storms –
while the sea air let nothing grow but tough gorse,
its thorns withstanding the harshest ofwinters.
 
What names do I have for you,
whose hands didn’t know
till much later, that love is not
black and blue.

 

Under the
SPOTLIGHT: Masters in Writing, National University of Ireland, Galway
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Adam White

At aWhiskey Tasting

The bottle unbunged for your impression, is a first
date with language. Eyes behind the sparing service say
you’re in no public house for bawling needs to slake a thirst;
let us hear pronouncements on a complex spirit, let you weigh
your words carefully. You practise your swallow as the measure
plashes in, rubs its gold up the inside ofa glass,
venture ‘from the colour alone’, you’re ‘sure
this one spent at least a decade darkening in a cask.’
Swishing it about under the nose
leads to evoking whiffs ofseaweed drifting up the Spey,
but damn, a second scent is more ofthatched roofthat goes
black room years ofpeat fires reeking over Islay,
and in the mouth, the numbers really stun:
‘Fruitcake ... honey ... cinnamon with ... heather;
vanilla ice-cream’, you clutch at only, ‘and a leather-
bound plum pudding sweating in the August sun.’
A perfumer’s chef-d’oeuvre, then, trickling from the tumbler!
‘And where an old whiskey tends to hang around
for a sniffing’ (you heard it said well once by a tippler) ,
‘a young one won’t stay in the glass’,
which recalls a phrase the science teacher (a teetotaller?) found
a way to introduce, it seemed, into every single class
(as the barman takes another bottle from the top shelf) ,
that makes you think ifwater loves glass, whiskey loves itself.

Mark Cassidy

Scaling the Heights

Sea-level. Our world at a right angle.
Train your view; find in four hundred
feet ofwhitened face, a black spread-eagle,
half-way from swell to sparse pine rim.
Toes and fingers stretch for fissures,
caress the geology, hopeful seek
from each nub, crevice, sill and spur
enough inconsistency to anchor.
In that speck ofconcentration –
to us no more than drop in the ocean
ofbetter judgements – the wedged gravity
ofmind complete unto itself.
Chalk bag and quickdraw, crimp and undercling:
I envy the nerve, would belay
between overhangs, traverse the crux ofit,
to become as you wish to seem.

Tim Dwyer

This is True
                                                                    Flatbush, 1964

This is no metaphor.
We really did play
in lots and alleyways
and subway stations.
We lived upstairs
from butchers, grocers
and corner bars.
 
We didn’t know
the winos and bums
were the homeless
who should be sequestered
in the city shelters.
 
The many colours
ofthe shattered bottles
and flattened tin cans
seemed strangely beautiful.
 
Rooftops really were
a place to feel free
while gazing at Prospect Park,
a green island
among row houses
and apartment buildings –
a green island I believed
was Ireland.
 
We did not know
that in a few years
the different colours ofour skin
and real estate greed
would make a neighbourhood
disappear.
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Saul Hughes

An I Ching Teapot

The night’s a field sown with static,
Writhes with off-cuts ofelectricity;
Cats scratch blackly on the landing,
The central heating coughs politely,
And a bed that navigates the rapids
Ofrough-necked, recurring dreams.
Light wonders at the window pane,
Ghost-masked and thinly fingered;
Dark’s boiled down to a dampness
That’s unrolled over the meadows;
Known birds stir in stretching trees,
People sulk in strip-lit kitchens,
Hesitate over bread-crumb diagrams,
Repositioning an I Ching teapot.

Jean Folan

Paternoster Beads

1 .
Beige bone beads in a glass cabinet
at the city museum. An incomplete set
offorty spheres threaded together.
Excavated from a post medieval house,
how many hands touched this circlet?
Conservator, archaeologist, supplicant,
seller and the craftsman paternosterer.
 
2.
Artisans dwelt near medieval cathedrals,
choose cattle bones stripped offlesh,
clamped, trimmed, cut with bow lathe,
repetitively sawed to size, drilled spheres,
sanded, threaded with string, linen, wool
or silk, completed with a tassel, shipped
overseas and sold in sets offifty, one
hundred, or one hundred and fifty beads.
 
3.
Smooth beads ofglass, semiprecious stone,
wood, or bone were pressed one by one
between thumb and finger. Used in prayer,
paternoster chaplets hung from neck, belt,
or wrist as metapodial mnemonics, created
for illiterates, consigned by Rome, to recite
one hundred fifty Our Fathers in Latin instead
ofone hundred fifty Psalms from the Bible.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Dagmar Drabent, originally from Germany, is an artist and therapist and at the moment studying for a PhD in German Literature at NUI Galway.

Dagmar Drabent

Never Forever

Found the antique dream coat in the flea market ofAmsterdam,
                      forgot it in the boot ofa car speeding towards the port ofHamburg.
 
Received the blue Delft service as an heirloom,
                      had it taken from a broken-down caravan.
 
Bought a farewell gift ofa wooden frog for Camille,
                      left it in a pink shopping bag in a lift.
 
Got the three-coloured gold bracelet for our first Valentine’s,
                      dropped it in a pile ofbargain-rail-scarves in Dunnes.
 
Had the address ofmy life’s saviour in Canada in an email,
                      saw it disappear into cyberspace.
 
Kept my father’s cardigan that smelled ofhim in a plastic bag,
                      lost its scent at the bottom ofa musky wardrobe.
 
 
Have all the memories tucked away in each corner ofmy mind though.
Wonder when I am going to lose that one.

Marie Cadden

Observance

Coat on, bag fastened tight, she checks
back door and cooker one last time,
whispers advice to pinboard snapshots,
invocations to holy ornaments,
kisses the hanging crucifix,
hurries – too late – for the toilet,
changes her underthings,
one last look in the kitchen,
locks the living room from the hall,
shuts the front door behind her, tests
and tests its double-barrelled lock,
lays her blessing on the desolate wood
and scurries offto mass.
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Ed O’Dwyer

Urine

Mother has realised your room
is still not tidied after the umpteenth time ofasking
and screams down over the volume ofthe TV
that ‘you’re in for it now’,
 
and your homework has once again
failed to do itself in the cramped space
and poor light ofyour bag,
and as the teacher goes around checking it
and will get to you soon enough
you know you’re in for
another trip to see the principal.
 
Years later and there’s an office piss-up tonight,
somebody – you don’t know who – from accounting
leaving the company, and it’s the perfect chance
to get to know Debbie, the new receptionist
who types slowly, makes weak coffee,
takes messages without names,
but has other compensating assets,
and so you’re in, you’re in, oh yes,
 
and you’re in today, years later once more,
retired now but yet you’ve never stopped
being tired, when someone
is knocking on your door
and there are cleaning products for sale
out ofcatalogues,
 
and not long after that, you’re in
hospital, you’re in a ward
and you’re in a bed, and you’re in a drowsy state
when the doctor arrives,
takes a look at your chart, and lets you know
you’re in real bad shape
and it’s only a matter oftime now
 
and then leaves, and you’re in confusion
about your life, the constant stream
of‘you’re in’ it seems to have been
now you’re looking back,
 
but still you’re in – you just can’t help it –
you’re in, you’re in, oh yes, you’re in,
until the last ofit is pissed away,
the final moments shaken off.

Cormac Culkeen

The Candidate

His hair is a lickspittle’s breakfast
His suits are destitute’s bones
His eyebrows are a viper’s pits
His eyes the bite ofsepticaemia.
 
His morality a shrieking desert wind
His smile a crusted urinal
His hands as smooth as virgin fog
and dangerous as an isotope.
 
His adaptability is a barnacle
His thoughts piss soaked archways
His tread the click ofa hammer
in an empty car park.
 
His voice is the white light 
ofyour television 
His words choked imprecations
at a funeral.  
 
His lust for your vote 
an ingrown toenail
His love ofpower
A leper at your front door.
 
His company a horizon's
silhouetted figure at night
His policies lightning
striking children.

His legacy 
the pale milk ofbodies
Guts distended on a frosty road
Headlights bearing down.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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FEARFUL SYMMETRY
Poetry Masterclass with Miriam Gamble

Miriam Gamble is a poet and critic from Belfast.
Her first full-length collection, The Squirrels Are
Dead, was published by Bloodaxe in 2010 and
won a Somerset Maugham Award in 2011 ; she
has also received an Eric Gregory Award, the
Ireland Chair of Poetry Bursary Award and the
Vincent Buckley Poetry Prize. She teaches
creative writing by online learning at the
University ofEdinburgh.

We asked Miriam to take an anonymous poem
and give it a masterclass treatment. Here is the
result. (Anon highlighted in green) .

Dear Anon,

It’s so much easier to workshop a poem when the
person who wrote the poem is there! Not because you
can ask about particular details and so on, seek
explanations, but because the manner in which
poems are commented on is, in its natural state,
random rather than organised. You say, ‘What about
this image? I like the sound of it, but I don’t really
understand it’, and a conversation ensues. Things spur
other things; we don’t move in a regimented fashion
from start to finish, or discuss the poem via subject
headings (‘let’s look at the form’, ‘let’s look at the use
of figurative language’, etcetera) . As well as anything
else, it’s a dialogue, or a polylogue, whereas written
comments are monologue. I’d prefer to chat about
your poem over a pint or a cup of tea, in a
comfortable chair. Still, here we are.

There are a few main things I’d like to talk with
you about, though I’ll probably wander as I do it; the
only place in which my mind is ever organised is in
poems themselves, and I strongly suspect that’s not
my mind but the poem taking over, asserting its own
imperative. I’m a strong believer in that – in ceding
control, letting the poem say what it wants to say
rather than what I thought I wanted to say in it,
letting it have its head, as it were, find its own logic, in
the way as well as the what. Form, paradoxically,
usually plays a big part in that for me. People often
think of forms as straitjackets, grids into which they
have to force themselves, but I rarely set out with a
particular form or stanza structure in mind. I’ve once
written a successful sestina; the first stanza was out
before I knew it was going to be one. I’ve also written
an unsuccessful sestina. I’d decided that one was
going to be a sestina before I set to work.

I mention this because, although I thought the
stanza pattern of ‘Plantation’ suited the first stanza, I
felt it got in the way a bit thereafter. I’d be interested
to hear how it came about and why you wanted to
stick to it. Was it mainly a visual choice? Did the first

stanza just fall out like that and then the pattern get
imposed from that point onwards?

Interesting you should say that. The poem didn’t start out
this way – it began with seven uneven stanzas, but I couldn’t
make it ‘come out’. The stanza structure was an attempt to
make it work, but Iwas never satisfiedwith it or the poem.

It feels natural to me in the first stanza – like the
line breaks fall in accordance with the rhythms and
emphases of the lines. In other stanzas – particularly
where you have single word lines – I didn’t always feel
that. Everyone differs, and the look ofa poem is more
important to some poets than others (for concrete
poets, for example, it’s almost everything) . But I’m
always drawn to satisfy the ear ahead of the eye. If the
poem was mine, the last two stanzas, as they stand,
would be couplets, not tercets. It’d probably annoy
me slightly – why do poems never do the neat-
looking thing we thought they were going to do? –
but I would sacrifice the look, the appearance of
symmetry, for the oral logic.

‘Description is revelation’ wrote Wallace Stevens. I
agree (Elizabeth Bishop is one ofmy favourite poets) ,
and I enjoyed much of the description in your poem.
‘Peppercorn vines hug slender trunks’ is a line I found
particularly successful, and I liked that you’d given
yourself over to sheer pleasure in the description of
exotic things. Your line about the peppercorn vines
sounds as rich as it sees: it’s full of lush noises
perfectly balanced against one another. I also loved
the idea of the bamboo flowers as ‘golden heads of /
tiny plaits’, though I thought this stanza could be
tightened up and the metaphor reconfigured slightly.

There’s an essay by Paul Fussell in which he
discusses the huge difference made by hitting on the
‘right’ word order – what he’s saying, basically, is that
half the impact of what you say in poems is in the
what, yes, but the mystery part, the ‘why does it work
so well, why do I admire it so?’ is in the how. Louis
MacNeice makes a similar point when he writes that
poets are just regular people with a more than regular
facility with words. I can’t help thinking that ‘tiny
plaited golden heads’ sounds better than ‘golden
heads of / tiny plaits’. There’s more drive to it; its
typewriterly drill better represents to me those little
knotted braids. What do you think?

I like it. I like the sound and rhythm, and the image oftiny
heads instead ofplaits.

I also thought that the preceding line – ‘Bamboo
flowers fall in strings’ – could be livened up, made
more energetic. It’s a truism, but passive constructions
rarely work as well as active ones; I know falling is a
verb, an action, but it’s a kind-of inactive action! How
about something like ‘The bamboo flowers / spill
down in strings’?

Plantation

The same halfmoon that spies on Ireland
peers through leaves ofSilver Oak
in the Southern Ghats
 
I sit barefoot in cotton clothes while snow
falls on England and ice slips
under pale skin
 
Peppercorn vines hug slender trunks.
Sprays ofcardamom spike from
sloping ground
 
Coffee berries ripen red on shrubby plants,
their glossy leaves like
wrinkled laurel
 
Bamboo flowers fall in strings,
golden heads of
tiny plaits
 
At the mountain top a candle burns
safe inside the cave
temple
 
where tigers no longer sleep at night
yet russet stripes still
flicker

Anon
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I like that too, and I understand what you’re saying about it
being a more active construction.

We’ve been talking metaphor. In the previous stanza,
you have a simile – ‘their glossy leaves like / wrinkled
laurel.’ I’ve been reading quite a lot ofPlath lately, and
your tiny plaits metaphor reminded me of her – that
ability to see something totally unexpected in
something else. By contrast, I felt a little disappointed
that leaves were being compared with leaves here,
though ‘wrinkled laurel’ does sound good. I found the
opening line a bit ofa mouthful: ‘Coffee berries ripen
red on shrubby plants’. Would you think of trimming
this down to something like ‘Coffee ripens on
shrubby plants’?

There’s also a degree of similarity in the choice of
adjectives within the stanza: ‘shrubby’, ‘glossy’,
‘wrinkled’. That’s not necessarily an issue – they’re
lovely words – but when they’re applied in similar
formulations it can take the edge off them. There’s a
bit of similarity in general, actually, to the way you
describe in this middle section of the poem: the third,
fourth and fifth stanzas. I’d be tempted to shake
things up a bit, switch things around, so that you
aren’t saying ‘this thing does this, another thing does
this, another thing does this’, and / or to reduce these
stanzas down so that you have just one stanza given
over to description of the plant life. So something
like:

Peppercorn vines hug slender trunks;
on shrubby plants, coffee is ripening.
The bamboo flowers
spill down in strings,
tiny plaited golden heads.

The only bit I’m not sure of, for the rhythm, is ‘coffee is
ripening. ’ I’d like to try ‘coffee ripens. ’

I want to go back to the start now, to that wonderful
opening stanza. Initially, I felt I didn’t really know
where the poem’s centre of gravity was, and I was
worried I was going to have to suggest that you ditch
the stanzas of contrast and simultaneity (the ‘while
I’m here, this is happening there’) . When there was so
much in the central section – all those descriptions of
flora – the balance didn’t seem right and I lost hold of
why the opening stanzas were there; it felt a little like
two poems patched together. (Is there a political
subtext, by the way? I’ve chosen to read it straight,
not symbolically – I’m wary of public symbolism –
though the title did throw me, as did the presence of
both England and Ireland.)

There was nothing between England and Ireland, but I was
in an area of coffee plantations which had pushed out
indiginous wildlife including tigers. And many of the
plantations had begun with the British, who planted their
own people, misplacing locals.

But with the central section edited down, I think I
can see more clearly that it’s one poem in three waves,
one poem with three motions or angles to it. Which
is good, because I love your opening stanza! I

wouldn’t change anything about it, though the
second stanza could take some tinkering, I reckon. I
didn’t go for ‘ice slips / under pale skin’: it sounds as
though the ice is being inserted under the skin, and
even if you elide that possible misreading, ice doesn’t
slip under things, things slip on ice (?) I don’t think
you need it anyway; I think the contrast between
cotton and snow is enough. Can we try being a bit
more dramatic about that snow, though? Let’s give
the snow, the muffled sound of it, the end of the
second line, not the first. Again, it’s all about order.
Let’s build up to it and allow the word to breathe, to
sound into and resonate in the ensuing silence:

I sit barefoot in cotton
while England smothers under snow.

Ok, what have we got

The same half-moon that spies on Ireland
peers through leaves ofsilver oak
in the Southern Ghats.
I sit barefoot in cotton
while England smothers under snow.
 
Peppercorn vines hug slender trunks;
on shrubby plants, coffee is ripening.
The bamboo flowers
spill down in strings,
tiny plaited golden heads.

I have a sneaking suspicion that I’m driving towards
an unrhymed sonnet here, but let’s see what happens.
The closing stanzas: you have two strong images here,
that of the candle and that of the tigers. Again, these
are things I would build up to. In the penultimate
stanza, the candle (to me anyway) is the central focus:
as with a prose sentence, the most important
information usually comes at the end, rather than in
the middle, ofa cadence or phrase. In the last stanza –
though I can see why you’ve done the opposite – I’d
go for a strong finish rather than falling away.

In practical terms, that means ending on a stressed
syllable; in idea-based terms, it means letting the
emphasis fall on what’s gone rather than what
remains. I’m going to suggest a few word
substitutions here as well: ‘flame’ instead of ‘burns’;
‘hides’ instead of ‘stripes’; ‘dream’ instead of sleep.
Flame and dream are partly because I’m angling for a
pararhyme in the last line, but also because they’re
more arresting words, and dream is a more
mysterious, intriguing state than simple sleep.

‘Hides’ initially came to mind because I think of
the stripes as being the black bits on a tiger, not the
russet bits, but russet is lovely so I didn’t want to
challenge it. ‘Hides’, too, seems more alive as a word
than stripes. It smells animal more, has more of
Hughes’s ‘hot sharp stink’ about it; it also allows for a
lessening in the gap between belief and disbelief. I
stumbled over how the stripes could still flicker there
when the tigers were no longer in residence. But
allowing for the idea that the hide is in there, stripped
from the animal, squares that circle while still keeping
the ghostly resonance you’re going for. I’ve fleshed
out the candle a bit, too, just for rhythmic purposes,

and scissored the night, which I didn’t think you
needed, and I’ve tried a bit of rhetorical repetition in
the last two lines. See what you think:

At the mountain top,
in the cave temple,
the prayer ofa candle flame
where russet hides flicker,
where tigers used to dream.

This is the stanza I had enormous trouble with. I love ‘the
prayer ofa candle flame’ – I think that says it all – and the
other lines resonate far more than they used to.

Turns out I wasn’t going for an unrhymed sonnet,
then. I’m not sure what happened to my uneven
stanzas principle either: I promise that I wasn’t
striving for fearful symmetry, even though tigers are
amongst your subject matter! Or perhaps I was
striving for a different kind of symmetry. Anyway, I
hope my comments are of some use, and many thanks
for sharing your poem with me.

 
With very best wishes,
 
Miriam

Plantation

The same half-moon that spies on Ireland
peers through leaves ofsilver oak
in the Southern Ghats.
I sit barefoot in cotton
while England smothers under snow.
 
Peppercorn vines hug slender trunks;
on shrubby plants, coffee ripens.
The bamboo flowers
spill down in strings,
tiny plaited golden heads.
 
At the mountain top,
in the cave temple,
the prayer ofa candle flame
where russet hides flicker,
where tigers used to dream.
 
Anon

Supported by Sportsmed West
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Maeve O’Sullivan has published her poems and haiku widely, and is a former poetry winner at Listowel Writer’s Week. Maeve’s first collection of haiku poetry, Initial Response, was launched in 2011 by Alba
Publishing (UK). She is a member ofHaiku Ireland, the Poetry Divas and the Hibernian Poetry Workshop.

Maeve O’Sullivan
Yoga Haiku

strong tree pose…
the kitten’s mewing
more insistent
 

downward dog
HEEL
hitting the mat
 

shoulder stand –

watching the rain
fall up
 

after a full day
ofmeetings –

bridge pose




